Autumn 2000

Topics and Presenters

**Genes: Making Them Fit**
David Millhorn, PhD

**Cancer: When a Cell Isn’t Well**
Elizabeth Shaughnessy, MD, PhD

**Incontinence: What’s the Matter with My Bladder?**
Jong M. Choe, MD

**The Brain and Stroke: Gray Matters**
Joseph P. Broderick, MD

**Cholesterol and Fats: The Lowdown on High Numbers**
LeAnn Coberly, MD

**Transplantation: Spare Parts**
Douglas W. Hanto, MD, PhD

**Diabetes: How Sweet It Isn’t**
David D’Alessio, MD

**Islet Cell: Back to the Future**
Horacio Rodriguez, MD

**Allergies: Nothing to Sneeze At**
David I. Bernstein, MD